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PDF | Since , the United States has incurred its largest bilateral trade deficit with China. Many associate this current
account deficit and loss of American.

The yuan exchange rate is the clearest manifestation of a currency policy that is anything but simple. Impact
on India For India in particular, a weaker Chinese currency had several implications. A stronger Yuan means
citizens have more spending power which will help increase consumption, raising living standards Tilford, 
Treasury Department officially named China a currency manipulator on August 5th,  However, we know that
other variables are relevant, so it is useful to pursue this matter a little more deeply. Usually, a declining rupee
would aid domestic Indian manufacturers by making their products more affordable for international buyers.
That is why some U. Since over the recent period the real value of the CNY and the trade balance have
covaried positively, some might think that real exchange rates don't matter. It is just the latest salvo in the U.
About half of that would come from increased exports, mostly to China but also to other countries where
China is now the dominant trade player. Some economists argue that a stronger yuan would simply shift
manufacturing to other low-cost producers such as Bangladesh or Vietnam, and the United States would still
be uncompetitive. The renminbi now floats within a small margin compared to a basket of currencies selected
by the Chinese government. From a global perspective there are concerns a stronger Yuan will lead to a global
welfare loss as the purchasing power of other currencies falls Zhang and Fung,  If these nations are
debt-ridden and have a heavy dependence on exports, their economies could suffer. Then again, it may also
lead to a destabilizing spike in Chinese unemployment and spark a trade war that drags the global economy
back into a deep recession. The most pressing economic hurdle is the rebalancing of the economy and imports
need to be boosted. The U. A reduction in output, particularly labour intensive industries, will lead to job loses
which may threaten social stability. It was again depegged from the dollar in June  Additionally, China and
India compete in several industries, including textiles, apparels, chemicals, and metals. From Reuters : A sharp
rise in China's yuan currency might cut the U. Yet China has a vested interest in a stronger yuan. It indicates a
way to close an interaction, or dismiss a notification.


